WarPlanes™

A colorful tribute to the glory days of the original WarPlane which graced our skies as a symbol of freedom in a time of war. Each of the WarPlanes ceiling fans is a fun and unique way of imagining a bygone era.

Sopwith Camel - Major William Barker’s Sopwith Camel became the most successful fighter aircraft in the history of the RAF, shooting down 46 aircraft.

Model-Finish: WB242SC
Blade-Finish: Included
Light-Finish: Included (Not Shown)

Features
- Standard, 3 Speed Reversible Motor
- Small Space Flushmount Installation
- 30 Year Limited Warranty
- Blades Included
- Integrated Light Kit (1-60W Candelabra on WB348 & WB448 Models, 1-50W Halogen on WB242 Models)
- Standard Pull Chain on WB348 & WB448 Models; TCS Remote Control on WB242 Models (included)

Specs
- Blade Sweep: 42” (WB242 Models), 48” (WB348 & WB448 Models)
- Number of Blades: 2 (WB242), 3 (WB348), 4 (WB448)
- Blade Pitch: 15º
- Motor Size (MM): 153 x 8 (42”), 153 x 12 (48”)
- AMPS (Hi Speed): 0.5
- Watts (Hi Speed): 65
- RPM (Hi-Med-Low): 200-110-50
- Shipping Wt. (lbs.): 17
- CU. FT. in Carton: 1.5

Ceiling Drop Dimensions

Model: WB242SC & WB242BS
- F: 9.25” G: 7.0”
- H: 11.75” I: 6.5”

With Light Kit:
- F: 11.75”

Model: WB348/448
- F: 17.0” G: 10.5”
- H: 8.5” I: 9.0”

“Compare: 36” to 48” ceiling fans have airflow efficiencies ranging from approximately 71 to 86 cubic feet per minute per watt at high speed.”
Available Finishes

As Shown

Blade Options

Blades Included

Light Kit Options

Included

Remotes

TCS Remote Control
TCS-WALL

TCS-PLUS Wall Control
(Optional for WB242 Models Only)